Next generation x-ray microimaging

Next generation x-ray microimaging
phase contrast made easy
Complete solution
The Exciscope phase-contrast tomography system provides a
unique combination of contrast, resolution and speed. Thanks
to high-performance components, accurate scan algorithms
and carefully tailored image reconstruction, it is now possible to
make fast high-resolution scans of low-contrast samples within
a compact design.

Advanced software
To exploit the benefits of phase-contrast imaging, all the
details must be handled correctly. To give you time to focus
on your applications, we provide automated solutions for:
•

Easily tunable sample-specific phase retrieval

•

Multiple artifact reduction techniques

•

Detector-specific and source-specific corrections

•

Fast cone-beam tomography reconstruction on GPU

•

Coming soon: Iterative reconstruction techniques

What is phase-contrast imaging?
X-ray phase-contrast imaging utilizes that x-ray photons

In order to to make phase-contrast tomography with high

are slightly refracted when passing through an object. This

quality, phase retrieval and specialized artifact handling is

enables superior image contrast in materials with low atomic

necessary. Multiple types of artifacts will arise if this is not

number, such as biological tissues, food and plastics.

treated correctly.
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Next generation x-ray microimaging
State-of-the-art components
Detector: Tailor your system

X-ray source: MetalJet from Excillum

The detector choice depends on your application and how you

The brightest x-ray source you can get in a tabletop format

want to balance resolution, field-of-view and speed. All our

provides outstanding performance and is smoothly integrated

detectors are state-of-the-art and we are happy to help you

in the system. For organic samples up to 25 mm diameter, the

choose. The standard setup includes one detector for large

gallium-rich target (I1) provides the best contrast. For imaging

field-of-view and one multi-turret detector for high resolution.

larger samples, or samples based on aluminum, silicon or

Multiple regions can be combined to reconstruct volumes far

heavier elements, the indium-rich target (I2) provides higher

larger than the field-of-view.

penetrating power. Exciscope can also offer the newer E1+

Need more versatility? We can build systems with multiple

source as an alternative. This source reaches a max power of

detectors and are open for your suggestions of other detectors.

up to 1000 W, increasing flux and allowing for shorter and more

We also offer a photon counting detector as an alternative (not

effective scans.

included in table below).
Detector

Pixels

Multi-objective
high resolution

Large field-ofview

2024 × 2024

4096 × 4096

Objective

10×

4×

2×

Pixel size [µm]

0.7

1.6

3.3

16

Field-of-view [mm]

1.3

3.3

6.7

66

Resolution [µm]*

1.0

2.5

5.0

6.0

Voxel size [µm]*

0.5

1.3

2.5

3.0
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Model
Jet material (target)

*for typical scan parameters

Add-on: in-situ package
Exciscope offers an in-situ package that enables measurements
with advanced sample environments and in-situ equipment. The
standard rotation stage is equipped with a slip ring that allows

D2+
I1

I2

9.2 keV peak brightness
2
2
[ph/s/mm /mrad ]

1.7 × 10

24.1 keV peak brightness
2
2
[ph/s/mm /mrad ]

2.2 × 10

Voltage [kVp]

E1+

10

I2
10

1.6 × 10

9

9

2.9 × 10

10

2.0 × 10

9

6.5 × 10

20 - 160

30 - 160

Min. spot size (FWHM) [µm]

6

10

Power at min. spot size [W]

52

150

250

1000

Max. Power [W]

continuous rotation. In addition to this the in-situ package also
adds:
•

16 additional electrical connectors through the slip ring for
user equipment connectivity

•

An additional, removable, rotation unit with a slip ring for
liquid and gas. It is placed above the sample and rotates in
sync with the sample stage

Customized designs
Exciscope is happy to accommodate customer needs in form
of custom parts or systems, e.g., incorporating your own
specialized detector.
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Next generation x-ray microimaging
Application examples

3D virtual x-ray histology
In contrast to classical histology, the sectioning can be
done virtually in the computer, in any direction.
Images: Virtual x-ray histology and classical histology
of a pancreas with serous cystic neoplasm and calcified
scar.
Reprinted from: Twengström et al., J. Med. Imaging 9 (2022)

TOMCAT
beamline,
SLS

Biomedical imaging

Exciscope

Detailed 3D imaging of soft-tissue samples provides a
non-destructive complement to classical histology for
biomedical and medical research.
Images: Virtual slices through the eyes of a zebrafish,
imaged at a synchrotron beamline (left) and with the
Exciscope system (right).
Reprinted from: A. Migga et al., Proc. SPIE 118400T (2021)

Fast scans
Our high flux from the liquid-metal-jet x-ray sources allow for CT measurements to be completed in a matter
of seconds.
Images: Virtual slice of a toothpick with TOTAL scan time
500 μm

of 10 sec. and resolution of ~20-30 µm.

4D Imaging of ongoing processes
The
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in-house
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Image: Growing air pockets within a section of proofing
0 min
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9 min

18 min

bread dough, 7 reconstructions over 18 minutes.

Next generation x-ray microimaging
Application examples (cont.)

Composite materials
The high contrast and resolution allows for inspection of
fiber orientation and voids down to a few micrometers.
Images: Virtual slices of a golf club shaft.

Archaeology
The non-destructive nature of the method allows for
high-resolution 3D imaging of sensitive samples.
Image: Virtual slice of the fingertip of a human mummy.
Read more: J. Romell et al., Radiology 289, 670 (2018)

Food science
State-of-the art equipment makes it possible to do fast
imaging of dynamic processes.
Image: Projection of cheese doodle, 75 ms exposure
time.
1 mm

Art
Only your imagination sets the limits.
Image: Fungus-infected cicada, part of the exhibition
“Insurgency of Life” by Goldin+Senneby.
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